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• Macro and micro trends in the Jordanian tourism sector

• Critical relationships for SPI and their strategic implications on succeeding 
as a new player in the tourism market 

Project OverviewProject OverviewProject OverviewProject Overview
Key Issues Researched

• Identifying potential sites for investment based on SPI’s mission statement

• Analyzing possible benefits and risks of potential sites 

• The potential for SPI to successfully operate in Jordan based on our macro 
trends assessment and on the ground site potential.  
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Project OverviewProject OverviewProject OverviewProject Overview
Research Approach

• Interviewed more than 30 tour operators, government 
leaders, NGOs, archeologists, and local community 
members to gain an understanding of the current 
tourism market in Jordan

• Visited 35 sites to understand the current 
infrastructure, community activity, and identify 
potential SPI sites and partners
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Market EvaluationMarket EvaluationMarket EvaluationMarket Evaluation
Strengths Appealing to SPI’s Model

Need
1

Demand
2

3

• Both vast number of archaeological sites currently under-protected, and 
population with  economic needs

• Large market  of tourists (1.3mm addressable tourists in 2010)
• Tourism has historically been strong (14% CAGR 2006-’10) and represents a 

significant share of the Jordanian economy (15% in 2009, vs. ~8% in the 
region)

• Increased national investment in capacity building, human resources (vocational Investment
3

Partners
5

Structure
4 • Operator-controlled inbound sector (% of tourists increased from  53% to 76%, 

2006-’09)
• Highly organized inbound sector offers efficient marketing spend (JITOA 

represents 75-80% of operator business)
• Established, traditional tourism routes

• Robust non-profit, CBO and NGO communities highlight potential partners in 
rural communities

• Increased national investment in capacity building, human resources (vocational 
tourism enrolments growing from 60 to 1500, 2007-’11) and quality assurance
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Market EvaluationMarket EvaluationMarket EvaluationMarket Evaluation
Visitors of All Nationalities Have Fallen

-9%

-20%

-14%

Turkey

Western Europe

Israel

Change in Total Visitors by Nationality, 2010-'11 (Jan.-Sept.)

Representing 97% of 
the 2010 addressable 

market (1mm)

-6%

-13%

-34%

0%

-29%

-37%

Other Americas

USA/Canada

Japan

Aussie&Oz

Other Europe

Russia

-19%

Petra Moon, “6-7K per day, this year, 2-3K, in the high season”Mohammad, “Business is down 80%”A&K and TravelOne making significant lay-offs (target markets)



Market EvaluationMarket EvaluationMarket EvaluationMarket Evaluation
Exposure to Global Economy and Regional Conflict

Exposure to
Euro Crisis

Vulnerability to Regional
Political Environment

60%

Increasing Expense of
Long-Haul Flights

75%55% 60%
of visitors also visit 
at least one other 

country in the region

75%
of tourists visit 
Jordan from 

long-haul points of 
origin

55%
of visitors to similar 
archaeological sites 

are European 
nationals

Note: All figures taken as a percentage of addressable tourists to SPI
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Where market appears to return, though, key segments remain weak, Wendy, “Individual quotes picking back up in the last 6 weeks, but packages are still down”Mahmoud, “long haul business difficult to convert to Jordan, only”Wendy, “Americans struggle with geography”Wendy, “In 2000, Israeli intifada knocked 40% off of Jordan’s tourism” (verify in the statistics)



Unprotected
Archaeological Sites

New Entrants

Unprotected
Archaeological Sites

New Entrants

Unprotected
Archaeological Sites

New Entrants

Market EvaluationMarket EvaluationMarket EvaluationMarket Evaluation
Framework for Industry Analysis

Established
Archaeological Sites

Competitors

Established
Archaeological Sites

Competitors

Tourists and 
Tour Operators

Customers

Tourists and 
Tour Operators

Customers

Entrepreneur and
Local Community

Suppliers

Entrepreneur and
Local Community

Suppliers

Non-Archaeological
Destinations in Jordan

and Archaeological Sites 
Outside Jordan

Substitutes

Non-Archaeological
Destinations in Jordan

and Archaeological Sites 
Outside Jordan

Substitutes

Established
Archaeological Sites

Competitors

Tourists and 
Tour Operators

Customers

Entrepreneur and
Local Community

Suppliers

Non-Archaeological
Destinations in Jordan

and Archaeological Sites 
Outside Jordan

Substitutes
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Unprotected
Archaeological Sites

Vast number of archeological sites
to transform into tourist attractions

Unprotected
Archaeological Sites

Vast number of archeological sites
to transform into tourist attractions

Market EvaluationMarket EvaluationMarket EvaluationMarket Evaluation
Industry Dynamics Challenge the Model

Established
Archaeological Sites

Stay is short and thus time
for secondary sites is scarce

Established
Archaeological Sites

Stay is short and thus time
for secondary sites is scarce

Tourists and 
Tour Operators

Visitors have specific ideas
in mind, and have little flexibility

Tourists and 
Tour Operators

Visitors have specific ideas
in mind, and have little flexibility

Entrepreneur and
Local Community

Involving local communities
can lead to problems

Entrepreneur and
Local Community

Involving local communities
can lead to problems

Archaeological Sites
Outside Jordan

Better alternatives in
neighboring countries

Archaeological Sites
Outside Jordan

Better alternatives in
neighboring countries
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1. Umm el Jimal
2. Tel Hesban
3. Tel Madaba
4. Tel Dhiban
5. Lehun
6. Umm Al Rassas

19. Ar Rabbah
20. Bab Adh Dhra
21. Ar Rashadiyya
22. Shobak
23. Ayoun Musa
24. Humayma

1

2
3

8

28

12
11

15

16

17

27

29

31 32

30

13
9

14

10
13

Sites EvaluatedSites EvaluatedSites EvaluatedSites Evaluated
Examination of 35 Sites

6. Umm Al Rassas
7. Little Petra
8. Pella
9. St. George’s Vinyard
10. Tel as Sa’idiyyeh
11. Dolmen Field
12. Tel Deir Alla
13. Gharissa
14. Hallabat
15. Iraq Al Amir
16. Ain Ghazal
17. Callirhoe
18. Lot’s Cave

24. Humayma
25. Aqaba Roman Church 

Ruins
26. Aqaba Castle
27. Umm Qais
28. Ajloun
29. Jarash
30. Citadel
31. Baptism Site
32. Mount Nebo
33. Karak
34. Petra
35. Wadi Rum

4 5 6

7

18

20

22

23

24

25
26

33

34

19

21

35
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As Nate mentioned, we visited almost 3 dozen different sites, in order to find the ones that would best fit the SPI modelAs you can see, they are color coded:Blue ones were part of Larry’s original research (the memo)The Green we sourced from interviews with academics, operators, guides and tourists, and various books and websites. Both of these were considered potential candidatesFinally, yellow reflect primary sites, that were visited in an effort to understand what appeals to visitors, what the competition is, and where the current loops are…



• Will the grant make significant impact on site relative 
to current funding levels?

Potential for SPI Impact

Tourist Resonance

Opportunities IdentifiedOpportunities IdentifiedOpportunities IdentifiedOpportunities Identified
Filtering Process – Major Categories

• Is the historical significance of site apparent to 
visitors? 

Tourist Resonance

• Can we attract visitors to site?

On or near established tourist route

2-stage evaluation process:For the filters, we went back to SPI’s mission statement, to make sure no site that doesn’t fit makes it past that doesn’t relate to the key elements.What we were targeting here was to ensure 2 things:1. That SPI would have a positive impact: how much better would a site be in the future because of SPI’s involvement? If its already protected or too developed, it doesn’t make as much sense.2. That the project would be sustainable from the start. For that, the site would need to resonate with visitors, and be close to current loops.What we tried to bring is the tourist point of view… We know all sites are archeologically relevant, but they need to seem so for people with limited knowledge too. 



Potential for SPI Impact On or near a tourist route Tourist resonance

Al-Humayma

Gharissa

Opportunities Opportunities Opportunities Opportunities IdentifiedIdentifiedIdentifiedIdentified
Results of Filtering Process

Of all 35 sites, these 7 made it past the filters

Lehun

Rabba

Tel Hesban

Tel Madaba

Umm al-Jimal
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This is just the 1st half of the sites visited.The red coding reflects what clearly did not pass, yellow is questionable, green passes.Any one red or 2 yellows meant that the site was discarded. Examples of why some were discardedOut of all 35, only 7 made it to the second stage.



• Quality of the site based on overall 
accessibility and tour possibility  Site Accessibility

• Need for SPI’s involvement in order to 
protect a site

SPI Impact 
Potential

30%

30%

Opportunities Opportunities Opportunities Opportunities IdentifiedIdentifiedIdentifiedIdentified
Scorecard Prioritizes Sites based on SPI Objectives

protect a sitePotential

• Assessment of how imbedded the local 
community is (will be) with the site

Local 
Community 
Connection

• Current/potential uniqueness of tourist 
experience

Tourist 
Experience

30%

30%

10%
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Site accessibility: On the loop, existing tourist numbers, Resonance/RecognitionSPI impact potential: Need for SPI to protect the site… Encroachment and protection measuresLocal community connection: Existence of cooperatives and local entrepreneur, but also distance and conditionCurrent site features: Ease of getting around, Infrastructure, Views, Unique features. A more detailed explanation of these items is available in the annexWeighting: The experience has less weight but we still felt it was relevant enough to be there



Criteria Weight
Umm al-
Jimal

Gharisa Humayma Rabba
Tel 

Hesban
Tel 

Madaba
Lehun

Site Accessibility 
(ease of getting 
someone there)

30% 3.4 2.6 2.8 3.9 3.8 3.5 2.8

Results of ScorecardResults of ScorecardResults of ScorecardResults of Scorecard
Scorecard Prioritizes Sites based on SPI Objectives

SPI Impact 
Potential

30% 4.0 4.6 2.6 2.2 2.4 3.4 2.4

Local Community 
Connection

30% 4.9 4.5 3.0 2.7 2.8 2.5 3.2

Current Site 
Features

10% 4.1 4.6 4.5 3.4 3.2 1.8 3.9

Overall Score 100% 4.1 4.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.9
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The final results of the scoring reflects that two sites are more suited for the SPI model than the rest:The rest rank almost equally, although we think some are still better because of things not captured in the scoring systemThe reason why these two come on top is that they have better potential for SPI impact and a better community connection than the rest.In all other criteria, all of them are fairly similarIf you decide to go here, these are the ones to look at first
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Now that you’ve heard the opportunities, Nate will be addressing the risks associated.What we want to address is What would it take to make a site successful.



Product Risk
brand strategy

Demand Risk
segmentation strategy

SPI Market 
Entry Strategy

Informed 
Expectations

Demand Risk
segmentation strategy

Demand Risk
segmentation strategy

Product Risk
brand strategy

SPI Market Entry StrategySPI Market Entry StrategySPI Market Entry StrategySPI Market Entry Strategy
A viable business strategy effectively addresses risk

Relationship Risk
ecosystem strategy

Entry Strategy Expectations

Relationship Risk
ecosystem strategy
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Now that we have discussed site opportunities, we’d like to step back and assess how SPI can successfully enter the Jordanian MarketOur diagram details 3 types of risk we believe SPI will face, defined as Product Risk – Site level challenges and strategy for differentiationDemand Risk – Ability to attract various types of types of tourists to the siteRelationship Risk – the network of relationships SPI should leverage to be successfulEvaluating these risks will better inform/influence the elements of the market entry strategy



Parity – Standards for all sites 

• Accessibility
– To information and to the space

• Infrastructure
– Parking, Restrooms, Food & 

Differentiation – Unique to site

• Site Differentiation
– Umm Al Rassas: Mosaics
– Baptism Site: Religious 

Significance

Product Risk
brand strategy

Demand Risk
segmentation strategy

Relationship Risk
ecosystem strategy

Product RiskProduct RiskProduct RiskProduct Risk
Sites need both POP’s and POD’s

– Parking, Restrooms, Food & 
Beverage, Retail space 

• Quality standards
– Knowledgeable, well-spoken 

guides, sales persons and docents
– Well-constructed products

• “Locally-made goods are not 
an excuse to compromise on 
quality”

• “Products should have an address” –
the materials and the people who do 
the work provide the address; the 
skills and the design needn’t

• Product Differentiation 
– Iraq Al Amir: paper & crafts 

workshops
– Feynan: Star-gazing with 

super-powered telescopes in the 
desert
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Traditional

~51%

Religious

~21%

Classical

~12%

Adventure

~10%

Eco

~6%

Characteristics highly varied 
itineraries 
(circuits & 
destinations)

ltd. variation 
in itineraries; 
no persistent 
demographic

predominantly 
W. European; 
“elites” 
(academic)

predominantly 
W. Eur., but 
disproportion-
ately N. Amer.

emerging; visit 
fewer 
destinations/ 
stay longer

Ability to drive visitors to the site

% of time spent exploring 

Product Risk
brand strategy

Demand Risk
segmentation strategy

Relationship Risk
ecosystem strategy

Weak/No Opportunity

Potential Opportunity

Strong Opportunity

Demand RiskDemand RiskDemand RiskDemand Risk
Segmentation offers challenges and opportunities

• Interest in Archeology
% of time spent exploring 
archeological antiquities

• Early Adopters

Ability to generate sustainable income

• Likelihood of 
spending on activities

Incl. site-based tour guides 
and performances, cultural 
experiences/ workshops

• Likelihood of 
spending on goods

Items for taking away

• Consistency of 
demand 

• Projected Growth
Based on previous yrs, and 
current political & economic 
climate

Criteria for evaluating segments & relevance for SPIImplication of segmentationTraditional – interests in main attractions only, but more prone to spending money on activities/goodsReligious – need a faith-related element to attractClassical – mostly like to be attracted, growing … will spend on goods versus experiencesAdventure – growing, very little interest in archaeology, spend on experiences, resilient Eco – interested in sites tied to environmental significance, will spend on activities, smallest segments 



SPI SITE TouristOperators
Travel 

Guides

Product Risk
brand strategy

Demand Risk
segmentation strategy

Relationship Risk
ecosystem strategy

Ecosystem RiskEcosystem RiskEcosystem RiskEcosystem Risk
There are key relationships between site and tourist

SPI SITE TouristOperators
Providers

Guides

76% of tourists purchase packaged tours
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We focused on ways to develop a viable product, detailed analysis on how to drive demand. Now, focus on relationships that need to be in place to make a site successfulWhen launching a site in Jordan, we initially believed all that SPI would need would be to develop a good site and then the tourists would come.  However, 70% of tourists take packaged tours that are set by travel providers and operators.  The guides are the final link that takes these tourists to the site and improve their experience.



International

SPI SITE TouristOperators
Travel 

Guides

ResourcesChannels

Marketing Travel 
References

Product Risk
brand strategy

Demand Risk
segmentation strategy

Relationship Risk
ecosystem strategy

Ecosystem RiskEcosystem RiskEcosystem RiskEcosystem Risk
Operators are the key players of inbound tourism

SPI SITE TouristOperators
Providers

Guides

Jordan Tourism 
Board

- Market Jordan to 
both international 
and domestic 
tourists

Jordan Inbound 
Tour Operator 
Association

- Represents 80% of 
all inbound 
operators

Local
Resources
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As SPI strategizes on how to effectively/efficiently promote a site, should definitely build relationships with Operators.Operators set the itineraries for tours Travel Providers, often first point of contact (selling relationship to tourists), but work directly w/ operators to book trips SPI should target JITOA and JTB in order to influence operatorsOperator influence is magnified by gaining access to marketing channels and travel references



Situation: 
- Area received 11,000 tourist 

nights per year
- Feynan Eco-lodge is successfully 

charging $100 a night and 
attracting visitors

Execution:

Case Study 1: Feynan CampCase Study 1: Feynan CampCase Study 1: Feynan CampCase Study 1: Feynan Camp
“If you just build it, they won’t come”

Execution:
- Partner with the local community 

to re-create a Bedouin camping 
experience for tourists at a $35 
price-point

Lesson Learned:
- Zero visitors since it was 

launched in April 2011
- This site failed to build/leverage 

relationships with operators and 
travel providers
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“If you just build it, they will come…Not in Jordan”Feynan Camp, built to recreate Bedouin experienceFailed to use tour operators & travel providers to properly market experienceAssumed exist traffic would create an immediate base of consumers



International

SPI SITE TouristOperators
Travel 

Guides

Resources- They can enhance 
experience leading 
to higher retail 
purchases

- Guides can be 
incentivized by 
competitors to 
leads tourists to 
other retail shops

Product Risk
brand strategy

Demand Risk
segmentation strategy

Relationship Risk
ecosystem strategy

Marketing Travel 
References

Channels

Ecosystem RiskEcosystem RiskEcosystem RiskEcosystem Risk
Guides & local relationships influence site experience

SPI SITE TouristOperators
Providers

Guides

Local

Ministry of 
Tourism

- All guides should 
be certified by the 
Ministry of 
Tourism

- Certifying guides 
will typically cost 
1000 JOD

Jordan Tourism 
Board

Jordan Inbound 
Tour Association

Resources

24

Communities

- Presence of a 
community at a site 
leads to a more 
enriching tourist 
experience

Key Takeaways:Guides are a double-edged sword—they both help and hurt site experience.Guides (who are often drivers) are first physical contact with site, must be effectively engagedGuides incentivized to steer tourists elsewhere, gain as much as 40% on goods/services sold in souvenir shopsIf SPI plans to build guide capabilities, their will be a higher cost than one might initially expectGuides are certified & regulated by Ministry of TourismEducational requirements for certification, cost upwards of 1,000 JD



Situation
- A Harvard founded sustainable 

tourism effort
- Walk the path connecting Turkey, 

Syria, Jordan, Palestine and Israel
- Instigate economic development 

along the path

Case Study 2: Abraham PathCase Study 2: Abraham PathCase Study 2: Abraham PathCase Study 2: Abraham Path
Continuous community engagement is necessary

along the path
Execution

- Worked with tour operators 
- Focused on advertising and 

marketing internationally
Lessons Learned

- Community expectations and 
relations need to be managed

- Considerable insight into 
community dynamics is critical

25

VisionExpected >3000 but 300 tourists have walk the path per yearOut of 9000 families, only 2 have really benefittedOver expectations led to community  distrustFailed to manage expectation of community and relationship with members within the community



International

SPI SITE TouristOperators
Travel 

Guides

Product Risk
brand strategy

Demand Risk
segmentation strategy

Relationship Risk
ecosystem strategy

Resources

Marketing Travel 
References

Channels

Ecosystem RiskEcosystem RiskEcosystem RiskEcosystem Risk
A successful site uses local and international players

SPI SITE TouristOperators
Providers

Guides

Communities Academics

Local

- Highly educated 
local community 
members may be 
an asset to site 
development

Jordan Tourism 
Board

Jordan Inbound 
Tour Association

Resources

Ministry of 
Tourism

NGOs & 
CBOs

- May provide 
additional 
opportunities for 
funding

Department 
of Antiquities

-Government 
organization that 
purchases land 
in order to 
protect sites
-Must get 
approval to do 
anything on site

26

Local 
Municipalities

- A potential player 
depending on local 
organizations

Communities:Use example to highlight benefits Academics:Highly educated local community members may be an asset to site developmentDude near PetraExamples of NGOs and CBOs:  Jordan River FoundationZikraQueen Noor USAID



Situation
– Opportunity to engage in Jordanian 

cooking experience on a visit to Petra

Execution
– Started by owner of Petra Moon 

partnering with a local champion
– Leveraged her relationship with 

Case Study 3: Petra KitchenCase Study 3: Petra KitchenCase Study 3: Petra KitchenCase Study 3: Petra Kitchen
A successful site uses local and international players

– Leveraged her relationship with 
JITOA to get operators on board

– Engaged JTB to promote Petra 
Kitchen internationally

– Built relationship with local 
municipality 

Lessons Learned
– Multiple players need to fall in place 

early on to become sustainable
– “Success would have impossible 

without my local partner”-Co-
founder.
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Product Risk
brand strategy

Demand Risk
segmentation strategy

SPI Market 
Entry Strategy

Informed 
Expectations

Demand Risk
segmentation strategy

Demand Risk
segmentation strategy

Product Risk
brand strategy

SPI Market Entry StrategySPI Market Entry StrategySPI Market Entry StrategySPI Market Entry Strategy
Assessing risk shapes expectation for strategy

Relationship Risk
ecosystem strategy

Entry Strategy Expectations

Relationship Risk
ecosystem strategy
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Now that we have discussed site opportunities, we’d like to step back and assess how SPI can successfully enter the Jordanian MarketOur diagram details 3 types of risk we believe SPI will face, defined as Product Risk – Site level challenges and strategy for differentiationDemand Risk – Ability to attract various types of types of tourists to the siteRelationship Risk – the network of relationships SPI should leverage to be successfulEvaluating these risks will better inform/influence the elements of the market entry strategy
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Umm El 
Jimal

St. George 
Vinyard

Jerash

Qasr Hallabat

Umm elUmm elUmm elUmm el9999JimalJimalJimalJimal
A viable SPI candidate site

Amman – St George’s Vinyard – Umm El Jimal (144 km)

Amman – Umm El Jimal – Jerash (185 km)

Amman – Umm El Jimal – Desert Castles (262 km)

Qasr Amra

Qasr Harraneh
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– A well standing site which includes Nabataean, Roman, Byzantine 
& Druze architecture and life

– Key stone arches, Roman watch towers, stone doors, multi-story 
dwellings, outer-wall staircases

– Ruins of a well established town

Umm elUmm elUmm elUmm el9999JimalJimalJimalJimal
Archaeological Value and Site Features

– Ruins of a well established town
– Stables, mangers, prison cells, toilets etc.
– Indigenous water storage system through a network of channels 
and reservoirs

– Contains15 churches built centuries apart
– Mosaics and ancient inscriptions that can be restored and 
displayed 
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Umm elUmm elUmm elUmm el9999JimalJimalJimalJimal
Strong Current and Potential Demand

Current stream of approximately 5,500 tourists 
– Mix of local and international visitors
– ‘Friends of archeology’ visits
– Name recognition amongst tour operators

32

Consensus on site indicates potential increase in demand
– Tour operators indicated Umm el-Jimal as a “realistic tourist destination” 
amongst secondary sites 
– Site highlighted as one currently overlooked and underdeveloped, where 
investment can increase demand



Umm elUmm elUmm elUmm el9999JimalJimalJimalJimal
Local champion and community connection

Jordanian local champion clearly identified
• Archeology student studying the site, occasionally serves as tour guide
• Organizing local festival; collaboration with nearby University professor

Local champion is supported by partners
– Embedded Archeologist

33

– Embedded Archeologist
• Conveyed a commitment to improving local community and receiving direction 

from SPI regarding implementation of project

– Presence of Open Hand Studios to offer guidance and contribute to success of 
SPI project  



Traditional

51%

Religious

21%

Classical

12%

Adventure

10%

Eco

6%

• Potential 
Appeal

• Easy to 
appreciate

• Diverse features 
appealing to 
multiple interests

• Ability to become 

• Spans diverse 
periods of history

• Uniquely 
valuable 
historical 
evidence

• Interest in 
restoration of 
water system

• Scale of site 
allows for long 
walks

Umm elUmm elUmm elUmm el9999JimalJimalJimalJimal
Demand segments that are appealing

Product Risk
brand strategy

Demand Risk
segmentation strategy

Relationship Risk
ecosystem strategy

• Ability to become 
a full stop on the 
established track

evidence walks

• Key 
Concerns

• No religious 
significance

• Limited 
opportunity to 
develop 
adventure 
activities

• Limited 
connection to 
established eco-
sites

• Strength of 
Value 
Proposition

Strong Resonance with Segment

Weak Resonance with Segment

34



Parity - Standards

• Accessibility
ü Easy to get to site
Ø Opportunity to become part of 
established tour circuit

Differences - Unique to site

• Demand
ü Extensive and appealing features
ü Stream of tourists visiting 

currently

Umm elUmm elUmm elUmm el9999JimalJimalJimalJimal
Identify and mitigate product risks

Product Risk
brand strategy

Demand Risk
segmentation strategy

Relationship Risk
ecosystem strategy

established tour circuit
• Infrastructure

ü Newly constructed visitor center
ü Parking lot, restrooms
Ø Space for restaurant and shop 
in visitor center

• Quality standards
ü Structures on site easily identified 

by tourist
Ø Tour guides

currently
Ø Possibility to monetize the 
demand

• Experience
ü Availability of heritage center 
ü Existing group of women artisans
ü Potential partnership with nearby 

vineyard
Ø Go beyond existing models to 
differentiate experience

35

How can we leverage the main attractions we have to make real impactAnd that would be where there are gaps in areas of parity



Investment to achieve parity

Tour Guide 
Training

• Train and employ educated unemployed youth: 
$2,000 

Restaurant/shop 
at visitor center • Seed money to rent and set up : $3,500

Umm elUmm elUmm elUmm el9999JimalJimalJimalJimal
Investment to make real economic impact

Investment to achieve differentiation

at visitor center 

Renovate 
heritage center

• Two front rooms set up for interactive cooking 
and craft experience: $25,000

Working capital 
for food and 
craft experience 
& operating 
reserve

• Allow tourists to learn craft-making and purchase 
items: $4,500

36
Note:  Costs are in JD



SPI SITE TouristOperators
Travel 

Guides

- Name recognition
- Beneficial to site to get 

added to circuit tour

Operators

Umm elUmm elUmm elUmm el9999JimalJimalJimalJimal
Align ecosystem players for sustainability

Product Risk
brand strategy

Demand Risk
segmentation strategy

Relationship Risk
ecosystem strategy

SPI SITE TouristOperators
Providers

Guides

- Emebdded 
archeologist 

- Local University
- Umm el-Jimal in 

school curriculum

- Local festival
- Educated local 

champion
- Women’s artisans
- Support from 

local leaders

- Current 5500 
tourists

- Friends of 
Archeology

- Jordanian 
stream of 
visitors

- Potential 
partnership with 
Open Hand

- USAID

Operators

37

Communities Academics
NGOs & 
CBOs

Department 
of Antiquities



Umm El 
Jimal

Jerash Dolmens

Gharissa

Qasr Hallabat

GharissaGharissaGharissaGharissa
A viable SPI candidate site

Amman – Gharissa – Jerash (133 km)

Potential 
Visitor Center

Restored 
house

Access road

Amman – Umm El Jimal - Gharissa – Jerash (231  km)

Amman – Gharissa – Desert Castles (256  km)

Qasr Amra

Qasr Harraneh

38



GharissaGharissaGharissaGharissa
Archaeological Value and Threat

– The heritage site of Gharissa was built by Bedouins in 1925 on the remains of an 
archaeological site dated to Roman, Byzantine, Mamluke -Ayubid and Ottoman 
periods.

– The site is one of a handful of unique villages that are still preserved in a good 
condition (villages near Zarqa and Amman have been demolished in favor of newer 
buildings as a result of city and population growth)

39

– Danger of losing the site without preservation measures
• DOA has purchased land but has not spent money on any protection mechanisms
• Buildings are deteriorating with each rainy season because mud was used to hold 
buildings together



Local Archaeologist, PhD
– Director at Institute of Tourism and Heritage at local 

University

Potential SPI partner in Jordan
– Master’s degree students in Sustainable Tourism 

need to submit a proposal for developing a site in a 

GharissaGharissaGharissaGharissa
Local Champion

need to submit a proposal for developing a site in a 
sustainable way

– Already proposed a similar project for this site in 
2009

Connection with original inhabitants of 
village

– Has already discussed the idea with local leaders
– Community is very interested in preserving their 

heritage
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Development goal for the site

– “Open Kitchen” followed by a meal (ensures a 
guaranteed revenue source)

– An open museum that demonstrates the 
semi-nomadic lifestyle that has been the standard 

GharissaGharissaGharissaGharissa
Proposed development for the site

semi-nomadic lifestyle that has been the standard 
for centuries

– Traditional artisan demonstrations/activities and 
visitor interaction help to encourage purchase 
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Management Planning for the ancient village of Gharissa 3,500
Rehabilitating Abandoned Building for Visitor Center 10,500
Preparing one of the major buildings at the village as an 
open museum 10,500

Local Artisan Training 7,000

Initial Working Capital Costs 3,500

Total Proposed Cost 35,000

Note:  Costs are in JD



Parity – Standards Differentiation – Unique to site

• Accessibility
ü Easy roadside access to the site

• Infrastructure
ü Use the abandoned building to create 

infrastructure POPs such as restrooms, 

• Experience
Ø Main advantage is the existence of 

living members of the original 
tribe who will partake in the 
experience

GharissaGharissaGharissaGharissa
Product Risk – Brand Strategy

Product Risk
brand strategy

Demand Risk
segmentation strategy

Relationship Risk
ecosystem strategy

infrastructure POPs such as restrooms, 
clear parking spaces, food & beverage

ü Building has 3 rooms plus restroom and 
kitchen facilities

• Information will be developed with local 
champion’s assistance and available  
throughout the site

• Quality standards will be addressed 
through training of artisans and employees

experience
ü Represent the conditions in which the 

Bedouin community actually lived

ü Tourists get to see and participate in 
activities with people that lived in the 
village, using their original tools

ü Activities would include traditional 
artisan crafts such as weaving, pottery, 
cooking, etc.
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Traditional

~51%

Religious

~21%

Classical

~12%

Adventure

~10%

Eco

~6%

• Potential Appeal

Unique local 
experience

Spans diverse 
periods of history

Strong potential 
for integrating site 
experience with 
environmentally 
friendly site

GharissaGharissaGharissaGharissa
Demand Risk 9 Segmentation Strategy

Product Risk
brand strategy

Demand Risk
segmentation strategy

Relationship Risk
ecosystem strategy

friendly site

• Key Concerns

Not on the way to 
any traditional 
tourist destinations

No religious 
significance

Limited 
opportunity to 
develop adventure 
activities

• Strength of Value 
Proposition
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Strong Resonance with Segment

Weak Resonance with Segment



SPI SITE TouristOperators
Travel 

Guides

- Should be a 
focus to turn 
around travel 
providers, 
operators  
and tourists

TouristOperators

GharissaGharissaGharissaGharissa
Ecosystem Risk9 Relationship Strategy

Product Risk
brand strategy

Demand Risk
segmentation strategy

Relationship Risk
ecosystem strategy

Resources

Marketing Travel 
References

ChannelsInternational

SPI SITE TouristOperators
Providers

Guides

Department 
of Antiquities

TouristOperators
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Communities Academics
Jordan Inbound 
Tour Association

Resources
Local



Umm el-Jimal Gharissa

Appeal Current Visitor Stream of 5500 Preservation Need

Critical Success 
Factors

Develop a way to monetize visitors Developing a POD in order 
to effectively drive traffic

ComparisonComparisonComparisonComparison
Umm el9Jimal versus Gharissa

Factors to effectively drive traffic
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Two identified opportunities present different 
risk factors



• The regional instability combined with extreme 
competition in the tourism space make Jordan a very 
difficult market.  

• We have identified seven sites that present 

Project OverviewProject OverviewProject OverviewProject Overview
Conclusion

• We have identified seven sites that present 
opportunities for SPI in Jordan and highlighted the 
two sites that best fit within the SPI paradigm.
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